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ABSTRACT: Mobile TV services are being actively developed for avariety of last hop, broadband wireless 
technologies. Application layer error control mechanisms such as Broadband Video Streaming seek to reduce packet 
loss from raw UDP transport. This paper goes further than existing streaming protocols by integrating source-coded 
error resilience through data-partitioning and intra-refresh macroblocks with the error control mechanism. Results 
show that for a temporally complex sequence, up to 6.23 dB gain in video quality (PSNR) can result, depending on 
burst error lengths across an IEEE 802.16e link. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
As mobile TV services proliferate, whether the delivery is by DVB-H [1], Long Term Evolution (LTE) or 
iMAX, robust ways of streaming video that can resist the congestion are sought. For IEEE 802.16e (mobile 
WiMAX) [2], capacity studies [3] suggest up to 16 mobile TV users per cell in a ‘lossy’ channel depending on 
factors such as the form of scheduling and whether MIMO is activated. True video streaming rather than 
progressive download or filecast, enables fast channel zapping [1] but requires error control when delivered 
from a remote server in the network core. To further resist error bursts, typically arising from slow fading or 
interference from neighbouring cells, source-coded error resiliency [4] is a promising alternative to application-
layer forward error correction (FEC), as it does not overlap existing PHYsical layer FEC. This suggests that 
these two requirements can be combined in a way that integrates source-coded error resilience with a broadband 
video streaming (BVS) protocol.  
 
BVS is a simple, single retransmission scheme [5] aimed at improving IPTV video streaming. Because it 
employs a single Negative Acknowledgement (NACK), it is most suitable for situations where the roundtrip 
time is not too long. In [6], ways to improve IPTV quality were discussed with the assumption that intelligent 
content management would bring popular video content nearer to the end viewer. As the server is closer to the 
access network, it is possible that a retransmission decision can be made at the server in response to short-term 
changes in the wireless channel. This paper introduces restricted retransmission to BVS in order to reduce the 
overhead arising from retransmission of all data. The central idea is to retransmit partition-A of an H.264/AVC 
 
(Advanced Video Coding) data-partitioned compressed video stream [7] without retransmitting partitions B and 
C, which contain lower-priority data as far as decoder reconstruction of a video picture is concerned. In 
particular, partition-A contains the motion vectors (MVs), which in predictive coding identify replacement 
macroblocks (MBs) in correctly received reference pictures. This allows motion-copy error concealment at the 
decoder to partially reconstruct the picture without the texture data (transform coefficient residuals) contained in 
partition-C.  
 
In [8] for an IEEE 802.16d live testbed, directly-applied UDP-transported streaming was implemented. While 
this approach may be feasible if the video source is at the base station (BS), it may not be adequate if the ‘video 
hub office’ [6] is placed on a core network feeding the BS via a ‘video serving office’. Congestion can arise 
both on this network and from mobile subscriber stations (SSs) on the WiMAX access network. TCP-Friendly 
Rate Control (TFRC) has been proposed for LTE [9], provided packet losses are disguised from the application 
by repeated transmissions at the data-link layer. In general, in single connection TFRC, wireless channel packet 
loss is misinterpreted as congestion, causing the congestion controller to reduce its sending rate, resulting in 
poor utilization and lengthened streaming periods. The problem with data-link retransmissions is that delay 
management is taken out of the hands of the video streaming application designer. To further increase wireless 
channel utilization, multi-connection TFRC [10] can be considered. The main difficulty with this approach may 
be establishing the number of connections needed according to fluctuating channel conditions. In [11], cross-
layer intervention occurred to mask channel packet loss from TFRC. This approach is most suitable for 
dedicated networks and not ones in which mixed traffic is present. This is because a BS must make a privileged 
intervention for one class of traffic. In [5], the more direct approach of BVS was shown to outperform the 
TFRC-based methods provided a single retransmission took place. An advantage that TFRC-based techniques 
present is that through DCCP [12] they are re-enforced by an industry-level standard. 
 
Section II introduces data-partitioning in H.264/AVC and Section III outlines BVS-A, the version of BVS that 
includes restricted retransmission, while Section IV presents the simulation model for Section V’s evaluation. 
Section VI concludes this paper. 
 
II. ERROR RESILIENCY SCHEME 
 
The H.264/AVC codec conceptually separates the Video Coding Layer (VCL) from the Network Abstraction 
Layer (NAL). The VCL specifies the core compression features, while the NAL supports delivery over various 
types of network. Table I is a summarized list of different NAL unit types. NAL units 1 to 5 contain different 
VCL data that will be described later. NAL units 6 to 12 are non-VCL units containing additional information 
such as parameter sets and supplemental information. 
 
In the H.264/AVC codec, each video picture can be divided into one or more independently decodable slices; 
each of which contains a flexible number of MBs. The slices of an Instantaneous Decoding Refresh- (IDR-) are 
located in type 5 NAL units, while those belonging to a non-IDR (I- P- or B-pictures) are placed in NAL units 
of type 1, and in types 2 to 4 when data partitioning mode is active, as now explained. In type 1 NALs, MB 
addresses, motion MVs and the integer transform (IT) coefficient residuals of the blocks, are packed into the 
packet, in the order they are generated by the encoder. In type 5, all parts of the compressed bit stream are 
equally important, while in type 1, the MB addresses and MVs are much more important than the IT 
coefficients. 
 
In H.264/AVC when data partitioning is enabled, every slice can be divided into three separate partitions and 
each partition is located in either of type-2 to type-4 NAL units, as listed in Table I. A NAL unit of type 2, also 
known as partition-A, comprises the most important information of the compressed video bit stream of P- and 
B-pictures, including the MB addresses, MVs, and essential headers. If any MBs in these pictures are intra-
coded, their IT coefficients are packed into the type-3 NAL unit, also known as partition B. Type 4 NAL, also 
known as partition-C, carries the IT coefficients of the motion-compensated inter-picture coded MBs. In order to 
decode partition-B and -C, the decoder must know the location from which each MB was predicted, which 
implies that partitions B and C cannot be reconstructed if partition-A is lost. Though partition-A is independent 
of partitions B and C, constrained intra prediction should be set [13] to make partition-B independent of 
partition-C. By setting this option, partition-B MBs are no longer predicted from neighbouring inter-coded MBs, 
the prediction residuals of which reside in partition-C.  
 
This work employs a Group of Pictures (GOP) structure of IPPP…, which reduces the computational 
complexity involved in reconstructing bi-predictive B-pictures. The error resiliency scheme compensates for the 
absence of periodic intra-refresh pictures (except at the start of a sequence) by the periodic insertion of intra-
refresh MB lines in a cyclic pattern within successive temporally predicted P-pictures. The aim of inserting 
intra-refresh MB lines [14] is to mitigate error propagation at a small cost of lower coding efficiency than all 
predictive inter coding. 
 
 
III. OPERATION OF BVS-A 
 
 
 
After observing that UDP at least succeeds in good wireless channel utilization in contrast to single connection 
TFRC (refer to Section I), without any protection from channel loss, the simple BVS scheme introduces a single 
NACK to UDP.  
  
Fig. 1 is a general representation of the processing involved, showing the NACK response of the receiver. The 
following describes the operation assuming downlink streaming from a server (node C in Fig. 1) to a mobile SS. 
At a mobile SS a record is kept of packet sequence numbers available through the RTP header and, if an out of 
sequence packet arrives, a NACK may be transmitted to the BS in the next sub-frame for forwarding to the 
video server. The SS only transmits a NACK if this is the first time that particular packet has been requested. To 
reduce the overhead at the SS, the decision as to whether to retransmit a packet is left to the server. The reorder 
buffer at the SS is a playout buffer which may change the sending order of video data to fit the decode order. 
The server prevents transmission from its input buffer until a single retransmission of the missing packet in the 
sequence has taken place. Not shown in Fig. 1, is a holding buffer that retains sent packets in the case of the 
need for a retransmission. However, the server will only retransmit if the NACK refers to a partition-A NAL 
bearing RTP packet is requested. This type of packet is the type-A packet referred to in Fig. 1.  
 
 
 The server subsequently continues its transmissions with the next packet in sequence. Further retransmissions do 
not take place, as waiting packets could be delayed and because the failure of one retransmission may indicate 
continuing poor channel conditions.  
 
 
IV. SIMULATION MODEL 
 
In [8], IP/UDP/RTP IPTV streaming was evaluated on a WiMAX testbed for downlink (and uplink) delivery of 
TV channels, Fig. 2a. However, that research [8] did not consider the impact of the intervening core wired 
network connecting the WiMAX base stations. In [6], ways to improve IPTV quality were discussed with the 
assumption that intelligent content management would bring popular video content nearer to the end viewer. 
The typical IPTV architecture considered in [6], Fig. 2b, assumes a super head-end (SHE) distributor of content 
across a core network to regional video hub offices (VHOs). VHOs are connected to video serving offices 
VSOs) over a regional metro network. 
 
Fig. 3 shows the tandem network simulated in which node C represents the source of downlink streaming 
according to Fig. 2. In the Figure, all links except a bottleneck link within the metro network are set to 100 
Mbps to easily accommodate the traffic flows entering and leaving the network. A bottleneck link with capacity 
set to 5 Mbps is set up between the two routers. This arrangement is not meant to physically correspond to a 
network layout but to represent the type of bottleneck that commonly lies at a network edge. Node A sources to 
node B a Constant Bit-Rate (CBR) stream at 1.5 Mbps with packet size 1 kB and sinks a continuous TCP FTP 
flow sourced at node B. Node B also sources an FTP flow to the BS and a CBR stream at 1.5 Mbps with packet 
size 1 kB. This is a managed circuit-switched IP network in which statistical multiplexing still allows 
congestion to occur. 
 
The WiMAX system operating in point-to-multipoint mode was simulated by well-known ns-2 simulator (v.  
.29) augmented by a WiMAX module [17]. Mean data points are the arithmetic mean of twenty-five runs. These 
points were found with 95% confidence to be statistically independent of equivalent points. The simulator was 
allowed to reach steady-state over 20s before commencing video streaming. 
 
 
Figure 2. (a) Downlink and streaming scenarios, (b) schematic IPTV 
distribution network. 
  
The PHY settings selected for WiMAX simulation are given in Table II, with additional MAC settings defaulted 
from [15]. In fact, the values shown are mandatory according to the Standard [2] to achieve a date-rate of 10.67 
Mbps. The antenna is modelled for comparison purposes as a half-wavelength dipole but antenna heights and 
transmit powers are those recommended by the Standard. The TDD frame length is significant, as a longer 
frame reduces delay at SS by permitting more data to be removed from any queues at each polling time. The 
value of 20 ms is at the high end of the available durations in the Standard [2] in order to reduce this source of 
queuing delay. The buffer sizes at the BS and SS were set to fifty packets, as this value (representing about 1 s 
at 30 frame/s) can absorb jitter at the SS but still permit interactive TV (return of quiz answers and so on by a 
back channel). Similarly, router buffers were also set to fifty packets. In a WiMAX setting, a packet corresponds 
to a MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU) within a MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU).  
 
 
 
A trace file was input to ns-2 and packet losses recorded in the output. The output serves to calculate the 
objective video quality (PSNR). As a test, we used the Stefan sequence H.264/AVC CBR-encoded at 30 frame/s 
with Common Intermediate Format (CIF) (352 288 pixel/frame) with a target bitrate of 1 Mbps. CBR is 
common in broadcast distribution as it allows statistical multiplexing in a multimedia network pipe. The packet 
size was fixed at the encoder at 1 kB. In this way the risk of network segmentation of the packet was avoided, 
which could result in a loss of decoder synchronization when a packet loss occurs. Stefan is a sequence with fast 
motion, resulting in a high temporal coding complexity. Therefore, this sequence is a challenging sequence to 
reconstruct in the event of packet losses. 
 
The well-known Gilbert-Elliott two-state, discrete-time, ergodic Markov chain [17] modelled the wireless 
channel error characteristics at the ns-2 physical layer. A two-state model reproduces conditions experienced 
during fast fading but does not model slow fades, implying the model is valid for mobile nodes within 1 km of 
the WiMAX mast, whereas the two-ray propagation loss model used is appropriate for line-of-sight at this 
distance and beyond. The probability of remaining in the good state was set to 0.95 and of remaining in the bad 
state was 0.94, with both states modelled by a Uniform distribution. The packet loss probability in the good state 
was fixed at 0.01 and the bad state probability (PB) was taken from {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25}. 
 
 
V. EVALUATION  
 
This Section compares BVS-A’s performance to UDP, as essentially BVS-A is an improved version of baseline 
UDP, which was indeed used in wireless transport over WiMAX in a recent study [8]. Notice that Bell Labs 
introduced a reliable form of UDP, R-UDP (see RFC 1151) and there is also an RUDP protocol employed by 
Microsoft in their MediaRoom product for IPTV service delivery over multicast networks. By way of 
illustration the data-partitioned Stefan sequence (Section IV) performance is shown but to check the impact of 
coding complexity, results for other sequences are tabulated. In Fig. 4, UDP results in an almost linear increase 
in video packet loss rate (PLR) as channel conditions worsen. BVS-A’s net PLR after retransmission is well-
under the approximate 10% PLR beyond which experience shows [16] that adequate reconstruction of a 
sequence becomes difficult to achieve effectively. The increase in the PLR that does take place is because BVS-
A only retransmits once, even if a partition-A bearing RTP packet is lost during retransmission. 
 
From Fig. 5, the gain in video quality over UDP is approximately constant over the error rate range above 0.05, 
and given the logarithmic vertical scale represents a considerable gain in quality for BVS-A. At lower error rates 
(below 0.1), comparison with the input raw YUV video shows that the quality is approximately equivalent to a 
‘good’ rating in the ITU-T’s P.800’s subjective mean opinion score scale. In fact, the PSNR is always 
approximately ‘fair’ (above 25 dB) according to this rating equivalence. The trade-off that BVS-A exploits is an 
increase in packet end-to-end delay. However, Fig. 6 illustrates that the increase in mean delay is moderate and 
almost asymptotic to around 30 ms. 30 ms is well within the one-way latency one would expect (circa 45 ms) 
across a medium-sized country such as the UK or France and in general would permit interactive applications 
such as videophone if the receiver was co-located with the server C in Fig. 1.  
 
  
         
 
Table III compares the video PLR response for other well-known sequences when encoded through 
datapartitioning. Akiyo is a largely static sequence with a TV announcer behind a desk filmed by a static camera. 
Foreman is filmed from a hand-held camera, with a fast pan towards the end of the sequence. Paris has two 
announcers with moderate motion but significant spatial complexity. As the sequences are CBR encoded, the 
different coding complexities are not reflected in the PLRs, as they would have been if Variable-Bit Rate 
sequences been employed. From Table III, the PLRs are consistent across the sequences for a particular channel 
error rate (PB). BVS-A’s PLR is clearly always lower than for UDP transport. 
 
 
From Table IV, the relative quality gain is determined by the coding complexity. Because of lower PLRs at 
lower channel error rates, the gain is generally less at these rates. The two sequences (Akiyo and Paris) with less 
motion benefit less from BVS, because, if partition-A bearing packets are lost, by default MVs of the MB row 
spatially above might be used to conceal lost MBs. When motion is limited, that MB row is more likely to be 
similar to its replacement. The quality gain also reduces at the highest channel error rate tested (PB = 0.25), 
because at that rate, the quality decline for UDP transport tends to flattens out (see Fig. 5 for an example). 
 
  
VI. CONCLUSION 
 
By symbiotically combining BVS with source-coded error resilience, end-to-end packet delay level is reduced 
as only a subset of packets is ever retransmitted. It is possible to retransmit by packet picture type (assuming 
periodic intrarefresh) but that would be less effective as updates would be less regular and no account of camera 
scene changes would be made. Future work will compare with other unequal error protection schemes. The 
alternative Jake’s model for fast fading with the COST231 model for propagation loss, as mentioned in the 
Standard, can also be applied.  
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